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Please check your locations on the detailed map（P��～��）

List the destinations you can evacuate to. 

Check the destination you thought of in Step �.

�

�

�

List the destinations in order, from the least to the most dangerous. 
*The time required is shown to the bottom right of the detailed map.

Evacuation destinations （Time required for evacuation※）

Check for locations that may flood deeply in the same area. 

Yes *Flooding (inland flooding) may occur even in 
non-flood-designated areas depending on they type 
of rainfall. Pay sufficient attention to weather 
information and surrounding circumstances, and 
behave safely at all times. 

How much will this area flood?

No

�.�～�m
More than �m
More than �m

Under �.�m

Will this location flood?

Think of several places to which you can walk to escape. 

Check how safe it is to evacuate to this destination. 

Are there any larger rivers or other waterways on the route?

Are there any deep-flooding (�.�m or higher) 
places on the route?

Are there any areas at risk of landslides?

Check sheetCheck 
all items!

 If even one of these applies, consider a different evacuation destination. 

Minutes )(
Minutes )(
Minutes )(

*It can be difficult to evacuate on foot in even �.�m of floodwater

Know about the dangers of 
flooding

How to determine which 
evacuation site to use and 
ensure a safe evacuation route�

Step
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�
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�
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Under �.�m

Evacuation destination

Evacuate to a safe place 
as high as possible within  

your home. 

Vertical 
evacuation. 

Go to a center that is not 
in any danger of flooding. 

Evacuate to 
an evacuation center. 

It does not have to be an 
evacuation center - it can 

be the home of a relative or 
friend providing it is safe. 

Evacuate to a 
safe place.

If you have no 
time to evacuate 
or it is dangerous 

to go outside

Mainly risk of 
below-floor flooding

Risk of above-floor 
level flooding

※Your locations may include not only your home, but also your workplace, school, relatives' homes etc. 

Ensuring safety 
where you are


